
Loving Animals to Saving the Earth 

Never would I expect a Chick-fil-A meal to change my life. I was five years old when my dad ordered my 

typical meal, chicken nuggets. I thought about what they were made of and asked my dad. He responded saying 

“chicken.” My jaw dropped! I then asked, “not real chickens, right?” My dad replied, “Yes, real chickens.” 

Horrified, I exclaimed, “I’m never eating that again!” When he added hamburgers came from cows and fish 

sandwiches had fish in them, I decided never to eat animals again, and became vegetarian. My desire to protect 

animals had begun. 

My family and I decided to get three pet goldfish that we could love and care for: Yorangey, Twinkle, and 

Velvet. Each day, I talked to them and rubbed my fingers on the tank to comfort them; before I went to bed 

every night, I sang them a goodnight song. Our fish became part of our family. 

I began encouraging family and friends to care for animals that weren’t their pets. For example, instead of 

receiving gifts for my 10
th

 birthday, I asked that donations be made to charities that support animals including 

World Wildlife Fund and Natural Resources Defense Council. 

By middle school, I realized not everyone cared for animals, and some even hunt and kill them. How could 

someone take another life, even worse, for fun? I believe people and animals are created equally, and taking an 

innocent life is immoral.  

During high school, I channeled my passion for animals while serving as Chapter Vice President of 

Community Service of my Teen Leadership Movement. I convinced the chapter to select Animal Abuse as our 

cause, and approached it from many directions.  

In our animal welfare campaign, I planned an educational and community service event aimed at inspiring 

chapter members to get involved. We showed three emotional videos of abused animals, which sparked a 

discussion why animal abuse is a significant issue and how we can address it. We then completed three projects 

to support our local humane society: baking dog treats, making cat toys, and creating cage signs. Throughout 

the semester, we had an online advocacy campaign of signing petitions against animal abuse and clicking daily 

on theanimalrescuesite.com which gives food to rescued animals. I also led an animal supplies drive, collecting 

items from pet beds to towels. 



The campaign culminated with a trip to the Humane Society for teens, parents, and chapter advisors. We 

spoke with a humane society professional to learn about how the shelter helps animals on a day to day basis and 

key challenges the shelter faces. We took a facility tour, seeing dogs, cats, snakes and more; I became angry at 

the visual signs of abuse toward them. The animals did nothing wrong, but suffered from their owner’s neglect 

or frustration being taken out on them. 

This experience transformed my perception of animal welfare. I never anticipated in my community there 

are some animal owners who intentionally wound and abuse their pets. No animal deserves to be treated this 

way. This injustice was my calling, and I knew I needed to make a difference. 

In addition to wanting to help animals locally, I realized I could make a larger impact if my focus expanded 

to their environments, from rain forests to coral reefs, which motivated me to focus on major environmental 

policy issues such as climate change, habitat preservation, and renewable energy.  

This past summer, as an intern for Maryland’s Congressman John Delaney, I wanted to combine my passion 

for politics with my desire to help animals. After meeting with the Congressman’s Office Manager to discuss 

my goals, we organized a Climate Change workshop with an expert panel to educate the community on climate 

change challenges and potential solutions. The event was a huge success with over 160 attendees learning that 

global warming is not only an environmental issue but also negatively impacts our national security, food 

supply, human health, and the economy. The Congressman spoke about his Carbon Tax legislation to address 

climate change so attendees left the event with a policy to rally behind and contacts needed to continue making 

a difference. 

Currently, I am the Sustainability Intern for the Montgomery County MD Department of Environmental 

Protection, helping plan our county’s 2
nd

 Annual Environmental Festival. My goal is to create an incredible 

experience for teenagers by developing a Scavenger Hunt with challenges finding eco-friendly features at the 

event, creating environmental art, educating others through social media, and taking part in an Electric Car 

show, in addition to a unifying event for young environmental advocates to meet and learn from one another. I 

am creating an attendance incentive with local high school AP Environmental Science classes and 

Environmental Clubs to increase their event participation. 



As I continue striving to protect the environment, my inspiration remains helping animals: whether they are 

from a local animal shelter or in a threatened ecosystem across the globe. 

After supporting animals throughout grade school, I am ready to take my activism to the next level at Duke 

University next year. My academics will focus on Environmental Science and Policy through Duke’s Nicholas 

School of the Environment. After reading a newspaper article about artificial trees that could remove thousands 

of tons of carbon from the atmosphere, I would love to use my Duke education to better understand this idea, 

research it, and hopefully implement it in the future. The reduced CO2 in the atmosphere would significantly 

limit global warming, thereby improving the environment for animals across the globe. Plus, I plan to get 

involved with an animal rights organization on campus and lead my peers in improving animals’ lives in the 

Durham area. 

Ultimately, every way I help animals and their environments encourages me to go further. I have a burning 

desire to spread this passion to everyone around me. I am excited to maximize all of the animal welfare and 

environmental advocacy opportunities I have moving forward! 

By: Elliott Davis 
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